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Background
A few years ago, there were calls for making our system more patient-centered
and value-oriented. However, no one wanted to overburden providers with
unnecessary administrative tasks and regulations in the transition phase or after
that. Relevant measures were taken.
Technology became a more significant part of many healthcare processes. Data
liquidity became important. Payer and provider organizations joined hands to
optimize existing processes. Care teams became more vocal about their needs.
Leaders and administrators started taking cognizance of the suggestions put
forward by their teams much more comprehensively. New federal and state
regulations focused heavily on adding value to each process across the care
continuum.
The tectonic shift towards “value-based” care was imminent, and everyone played
their part with due diligence. Things started to change slowly. What made this
process seamless was that everyone understood healthcare is all about
embracing the most relevant processes and moving forward.
However, fast forward today, and we still have a long way to go. The next stop
should be enabling a “connected care” frame. To realize this goal, we need our
healthcare professionals to collaborate beyond the four walls of their clinics and
hospitals.
It’s time healthcare professionals listen to each other to set a new order for the
future. In fact, recent events have made virtual learning and peer engagement
more important than ever before.
At CareAsOne, we envision this and much more.
The platform is created for healthcare leaders and professionals to share best
practices and inspire others to deliver quality care while keeping the fun of
learning intact. CareAsOne is dedicated to the transformation of healthcare that
is value-based and patient-centered.
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Our Mission & Vision

CareAsOne is committed to
providing a unique virtual
collaborative experience for
healthcare professionals to
come together to exchange
information about U.S.
healthcare through
collaboration, conversation
and knowledge-sharing.

We are committed to building
a comprehensive networking
and knowledge-sharing
platform where credible
healthcare information is
available to healthcare
professionals in a centralized
manner to grow together and
truly “care as one.”
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Why join CareAsOne?
As the flag-bearers of wellness and community health, healthcare professionals
must stay updated with the latest research, best practices, and health-related news.
CareAsOne stays true to that ideology and brings together healthcare professionals
from all spheres to align with the changing dynamics of healthcare. CareAsOne aims
to create a network that facilitates engagement, education, and alliance through the
robust dissemination of healthcare information.

Engage and
Connect

Educate and
Get Mentored

Evolve and
Explore

CareAsOne provides users

A plethora of education

For healthcare professionals,

with the opportunity to

opportunities await

continuous learning is a

connect with local peers and

CareAsOne users -enroll or

necessity. At CareAsOne, we

international thought leaders

deliver - or do both!

ensure our users stay on top

and build a concrete

of opportunities to take them

professional network.

to the next pedestal.

This venue will also enable users to create as well as decipher emerging trends to
solve problems that matter in healthcare.
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What purpose does CareAsOne solve?
CareAsOne is the place where the interests of healthcare professionals are
foremost. Right from credible analysis of clinical trends to the latest healthcare
technology regulations, it is the one-stop platform for thousands of users across
the US to discuss and keep themselves posted about the most relevant
happenings from the healthcare world.

| Network
•

Discussion forums

•

Interest groups

•

Blogs & infographics

•

Chat rooms

| Live
•

Webinars

•

Events & News listing

•

Content feed

•

Virtual roundtables

| Academy*
•

Certificate courses

•

Podcasts

•

Video library

•

University tie-ups

*coming soon
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